Engineering Honors: Nuclear Engineering Track

The Engineering Honors (EH) program for students in Department of Nuclear Engineering majoring in Nuclear Engineering (NUEN) or Radiological Health Engineering (RHEN) has the following features and requirements in addition to those of the general EH program.

**Additional features of the NUEN&RHEN Track of EH include:**

- Special honors faculty advisors. The NUEN&RHEN EH Coordinator serves as an advisor for the students in the EH NUEN&RHEN Track and meets with each student in the program at least once during each semester that the student is in residence on Texas A&M College Station campus.
- Each EH scholar in the NUEN&RHEN Track should inform their departmental faculty mentors of their EH status once they are in the program. Mentors will engage with EH scholars based on their research and career interests and develop further activities within the program (credited as 485 or 491).

**Additional Academic Requirements for the NUEN&RHEN Track of EH include:**

- Participation in the University Undergraduate Research Scholars (URS) program and completion of an Honors Thesis.
- NUEN&RHEN honor courses and course sections are established on a contractual on-demand basis. This means that any NUEN&RHEN course may be augmented to carry EH scholars. To do so EH scholars must meet with instructors of courses they are interested in and ask them about an option of establishing an honor course or an honor section. The final decision of establishing honor courses and sections rests with instructors of courses.
- Any NUEN graduate course might be taken by EH scholars as an honor course. It is recommended that EH scholars inform course instructors about their intent.

**To maintain Active Status in the NUEN&RHEN Track of the EH Scholars program, students need to:**

- Meet all EH program requirements:
- Pass at least one approved honors course with a grade of B or better during each academic year;
- Meet with the NUEN&RHEN EH Coordinator during each regular semester (Fall or Spring) in which they are registered for courses on the Texas A&M College Station campus;
- Participate in at least two NUEN&RHEN EH program approved activities each regular semester (Fall or Spring) in which they are registered for courses on the Texas A&M College Station campus.

EH Scholars who fail to meet any of these requirements will be given a semester of probation to correct any deficiencies. Students who fail to meet requirements after a semester of probation will be dismissed from the program.